Workshop on Sharing Exemplary Admissions Practices that Promote Diversity in Engineering
May 24-26, 2021
Virtual
All Times Eastern

May 20:
- All posters and other materials will be posted to the event platform.

Monday, May 24:

11:00 – 11:30 am  Welcome
- Darryll Pines, University of Maryland (Committee Chair)
- John Anderson, National Academy of Engineering
- Christine Grant, National Science Foundation

11:30 am – 12:30 pm  Panel: Higher Education Admissions System
- OiYan Poon, The Spencer Foundation
- Joseph Montgomery, Tuskegee University
- Andrew B. Palumbo, Worcester Polytechnic Institute
- Han Mi Yoon-Wu, University of California Office of the President
- Moderator: Beth Holloway, Purdue University

12:30 – 1:30 pm  Break (networking “rooms” open for conversations)

1:30 – 2:15 pm  Panel: Admissions Policy
- David De Sousa, Texas A&M University
- Tom Farris, Rutgers University
- Forouzan Golshani, California State University, Long Beach
- Sriram Sundararajan, Iowa State University
- Moderator: Darryll Pines

2:15 – 2:20 pm  Break/Transition to breakout rooms

2:20 – 3:05 pm  Breakout discussions on topics of the day: System of state, institutional, and engineering school policies and how they interact to affect admissions

3:05 – 3:10 pm  Break/Transition to auditorium
3:10 – 4:10 pm  Report-back from breakout sessions
4:10 – 5:00 pm  Informal networking rooms kept open

**Tuesday, May 25:**

11:00 – 11:15 am  Welcome back

11:15 am – 12:15 pm  Panel: Transfer/3+2 programs
  - Bruk Berhane, Florida International University
  - Nandika D’Souza, University of North Texas
  - Stephanie Luster-Teasley, North Carolina A&T University
  - Robert Pieri, North Dakota State University
  - Moderator: Beth Myers, University of Colorado, Boulder

12:15 – 1:15 pm  Break (networking “rooms” open for conversations)

1:15 – 2:00 pm  Panel: Best Practices in Admissions
  - Mike Brown, Rutgers University
  - Tanya Ennis, University of Colorado, Boulder
  - Eve Riskin, University of Washington
  - Diane Rover, Iowa State University
  - Moderator: Andrew Williams, University of Kansas

2:00 – 2:15 pm  Break

2:15 – 3:15 pm  Panel: Research on Admissions
  - Teri Reed, University of Cincinnati
  - Bruk Berhane, Florida International University
  - Mike Bastedo, University of Michigan
  - Julie Posselt, University of Southern California
  - Moderator: Theresa Maldonado, University of California President’s Office

3:15 – 3:20 pm  Break/Transition to breakout rooms

3:20 – 4:05 pm  Breakout discussions on future research needs

4:05 – 4:10 pm  Break/Transition to auditorium

4:10 – 5:10 pm  Report outs from Breakouts

5:10 – 6:00 pm  Informal networking rooms kept open
Wednesday, May 26:

11:00 – 11:15 am  Welcome back

11:15 am – 12:30 pm  Panel: AI/Data Science/ML in Recruiting, Admissions, and Supporting Retention
  - Brad Weiner, University of Colorado, Boulder
  - Michelle Whittingham, University of California, Santa Cruz
  - Conrad Tucker, Carnegie Mellon University
  - Kirsten Martin, University of Notre Dame
  - Moderator: Andrew Williams

12:30 – 1:30 pm  Break (networking “rooms” open for conversations)

1:30 – 2:15 pm  Breakout discussions on how these tools fit into the larger system and include other questions about a future research agenda

2:15 – 2:20 pm  Break/Transition to auditorium

2:20 – 3:20 pm  Report back from breakouts

3:20 – 3:35 pm  Final Remarks and Adjourn

3:35 – 4:30 pm  Informal networking rooms kept open